Hoofdstuk 1. *Walt Whitman: De essentie van het gevoel*

2 “a person”: Ibid., 702.
5 “I was simmering”: Loving, *Walt Whitman*, 168.
“Leading traits of character”: Ibid., 150.

8 “in danger”: Ibid., 241.

“What does a man”: Ibid.


9 “O my body”: Ibid., 128.

“where their priceless blood”: Ibid., 387.


10 “Those three”: Ibid., 77.


“the hiss of the surgeon’s knife”: Ibid., 91.


“the kind of fiber”: Ibid., 337.


16 “there would be nothing”: William James, “What Is an Emotion?” *Mind* 9
(1884): 188–205.
One of Damasio’s most surprising discoveries: Ibid., 212–17.
18 “There is more reason”: Friedrich Nietzsche, The Portable Nietzsche (Viking: New York, 1977), 146.
“I will make the poems”: Ibid., 20.
20 “for they are vascular”: Ralph Waldo Emerson, Selected Essays, Lectures, and Poems (New York: Bantam, 1990), 291.

Hoofdstuk 2. George Eliot: De biologie van de vrijheid

25 “had no need”: Michael Kaplan and Ellen Kaplan, Chances Are . . . (New York: Viking, 2006), 42.
“The lack of physical”: Ibid., 43.


“If we had a keen”: Eliot, *Middlemarch*, 124.


34 “Every limit”: Ibid., 512.

“to throw the whole”: As cited in Ashton, *George Eliot: A Life*, 305.


“At the time”: Personal interview at Rockefeller Field Research Center, July 26, 2006.


“I shall not”: Ibid., 166.


“Experience alone”: Escoffier, The Escoffier Cookbook, 224.


“This study has”: Ibid.


55 As a leg of prosciutto ages: For a delightful tour of the culinary uses of umami see Jeffrey Steingarten, It Must’ve Been Something I Ate (New York: Vintage, 2003), 85–99.


57 breast milk has ten times: Stephen Pincock, “All in Good Taste,” FT Magazine,
60 “No matter how high”: Richard Axel, lecture, December 1, 2005: MIT, Picower Institute.
“Even horsemeat”: James, Escoffier: The King of Chefs, 47.
64 “can be much more”: Daniel Zwerdling, “ShatteredMyths,” Gourmet (August 2004), 72–74.
65 “organizing system”: Donald Davidson, Inquiries into Truth and Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 189.
He refused to learn: James, Escoffier: The King of Chefs, 132.
67 “No theory”: Escoffier, The Escoffier Cookbook, 1.

Hoofdstuk 4. Marcel Proust: De werkwijze van het geheugen

69 “Even a bureau”: Charles Baudelaire, Baudelaire in English (New York: Penguin,
1998), 91.


70 “recognize in his own”: Ibid., 322.


“the structure of his spirit”: Ibid., 206.


“When from a long”: Ibid., 63.


“Perhaps because I had”: Proust, Swann’s Way, 63.

“the game wherein”: Ibid., 64.

74 “It is a labor in vain”: Ibid., 59.

“I am obliged to depict errors”: As cited in Landy, *Philosophy as Fiction*, 4.


85 Other experiments have linked: J. M. Alarcon et al., “Selective Modulation of Some Forms of Schaffer Collateral-CA1 Synaptic Plasticity in Mice with a Disruption of the CPEB-1 Gene,” *Learning and Memory* 11 (2004): 318–27.


Hoofdstuk 5. *Paul Cézanne: Het proces van het zien*


“I tried to copy nature”: Michael Doran, ed., Conversations with Cézanne (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 120.

“it is as if there”: As cited in Daniel Schwarz, Reconfiguring Modernism (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1997), 108.


“He [Dr. P] then started”: Ibid., 10.

“Is painting only a whim”: Becks-Malorny, Cézanne, 8.

“employing the experimental”: Kolocotroni, Modernism, 170.


“describe man”: Ibid., 180.

“new literature”: Ibid.


“disappear, and simply show”: Kolocotroni, Modernism, 173.

“I have a better understanding”: Rewald, Cézanne, 182.


His paintings are criticisms: The critic Clement Greenberg argued that such


Hoofdstuk 6. Igor Stravinsky: *De bron van muziek*


“Schoenberg is one”: Walsh, *Igor Stravinsky*, 190.


“If it is art”: Ross, “Whistling in the Dark.”


“For the human”: Ibid., 16.  
119 “is the whole”: Ibid., 151.  
123 The order is our own: Peter Hill, Stravinsky: *The Rite of Spring* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 53.  
This learning is largely: S. Bao, V. Chan, and M. Merzenich, “Cortical Remodeling Induced by Activity of Ventral Tegmental Dopamine Neurons,” *Nature* 412 (2001): 79–84.


Hoofdstuk 7. *Gertrude Stein: De structuur van taal*


132 “*There is no good nonsense*”: Ibid., 228.


*“Other things may be”:* Ibid.


134 “*Practical medicine did not*”: As cited in Meyer, *Irresistible Dictation*, 55.

*“and she was bored”*: Stein, *Autobiography*, 81.

135 “*Either I am crazy*”: JamesMellow, *Charmed Circle: Gertrude Stein and Company*


137 *“To see the things”*: Mellow, *Charmed Circle*, 430.


*“Henry James was”*: Stein, *Autobiography*, 87.


139 *“It is, in short”*: James, *Principles of Psychology*, 254.

*“We ought to say”*: Edward Reed, *From Soul to Mind* (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1997), 208.


*“A great deal I owe”*: Haas, *A Primer*, 34.

*“He looked and gasped”*: Stein, *Autobiography*, 89.

142 *“If there is anything”*: Mellow, *Charmed Circle*, 404.


147 *Although these Nicaraguan children*: Ann Senghas et al., “Children Creating


“If you keep on doing”: Ibid., 230.

Stein later bragged: Ibid., 234.

150 “Now listen! I’m no fool”: As cited in Mellow, *Charmed Circle*, 404.


Hoofdstuk 8. *Virginia Woolf: Het verrijzende zelf*


“They have looked”: Virginia Woolf, *The Virginia Woolf Reader* (New York: Harcourt, 1984), 205 [emphasis mine].

“Is it not the task”: Ibid., 287.

154 “was very erratic”: Virginia Woolf, *A Room of One’s Own* (New York: Harvest, 1989), 110.


“We are the words”: Virginia Woolf, *Moments of Being* (London: Pimlico, 2002), 85.

155 “I intend to keep”: Woolf, *The Diary*, vol. 5, 64.


“difficult nervous system”: Ibid., vol. 3, 39.

156 “It’s odd how being ill”: Nigel Nicolson and Joanne Trautmann, eds., *The Letters*

“It is no use”: Virginia Woolf, Jacob’s Room (New York: Harvest, 1950), 154.


“those infinitely obscure”: Woolf, A Room of One’s Own, 89.


“something central which permeated”: Ibid., 31.

“some indescribable outrage”: Ibid., 184.

“transcendental theory”: Ibid., 151.

“Pointed; dartlike; definite”: Ibid., 37.

“world of her own”: Ibid., 76.

“For there she was”: Ibid., 194.


“There was nobody”: Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (New York: Harcourt, 1955), 32.

159 “thought is like”: Ibid., 33.

“What does one mean”: Woolf, A Room of One’s Own, 97.

“suddenly split off”: Ibid.


“My hypothesis is the subject”: Christopher Butler, Early Modernism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 92.


Experiment after experiment: Merlin Donald, A Mind So Rare (New York: Norton, 2001), 13–25.

“Such was the complexity”: Woolf, *To the Lighthouse*, 102.


163 “a thing that you”: Ibid., 171.


“No, ... she did not want”: Ibid., 108.

“But now and again”: Ibid., 62.

“Of such moments”: Ibid., 105.


167 “There are no words”: Woolf, *The Waves*, 287.


“The two percepts”: Ibid.


“For it was not knowledge”: Woolf, *To the Lighthouse*, 51.


“Instead there are”: Ibid., 161.

171 “the great revelation”: Ibid.

“to be on a level”: Ibid., 202.


Slotscène


174 “is that all tangible”: E. O. Wilson, *Consilience* (New York: Vintage, 1999), 291.


176 “it’s not clear to him”: Ian McEwan, *Saturday* (London: Jonathan Cape,
2005), 3.

“It’s as if”: Ibid.

177 “what the chances are”: Ibid., 128.

“is biological determinism”: Ibid., 92.

“the wonder will remain”: Ibid., 255.

178n “touched off a yearning”: Ibid., 279.

“There’s always this”: Ibid.

179 “The greater one’s science”: Vladimir Nabokov, Strong Opinions (New York: Vintage, 1990), 44.

“the ability to remain”: John Keats, Selected Letters (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 41.

“It is imperative”: Karl Popper, Conjectures and Refutations (New York: Routledge, 2002), 39.